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ABSTRACT

In this paper, twenty-four optimum group synchronization codes (N=31 to 54) for PCM
telemetry systems are presented. These optimum codes are the newest development at the
category of optimum group synchronization codes up to now in the world.
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INTRODUCTION

Since PCM information transmitting systems came into being, many scholars have devoted
themselves to research the theory and searching method of optimum group synchronization
codes. In 1964, T. L. Maury, Jr. and F. J. Styles presented and recommended twenty-four
optimum frame synchronization codes (N=7 to 30) for GODDARD Space Flight Center
PCM Telemetry Standards [1]. Afterwards, those optimum codes were brought into
American IRIG Standards and have become a international standard in common use.

But it is a pity that the progress of searching optimum group synchronization codes was
not great since paper [1] was published. In 1978, ESA published Satellite Telemetry
Standards [2] and recommended three optimum frame synchronization codes (N=16, 24,
32,). In 1986, American Telemetry Standards (IRIG Document 106-86)[3] recommended a
table of optimum frame synchronization patterns (N=7 to 33) for PCM Telemetry.
However, in papers [2,3], the codes of length N=31,32,33 are actually not optimum (see
[4]).

The history of science is one of continuous development and never permanently remain at
the same level. Along with the rapid development of the PCM information transmitting
systems, we must search out the optimum group synchronization codes with the length
greater than 30 bits and even more.



NEWEST DEVELOPMENT

In the last ten years, we devoted ourselves to research new theory for constructing
optimum group synchronization codes, to develop new methods for searching out the
optimum codes of length greater than N=30 and even more. Until March 1990, a set of
optimum group synchronization codes of length N=31 to 54 had been searched out by
IBM PC/AT 286. At the same time, the first to the eighth good codes (the eight leading
codes, i.e. the optimum code and seven sub-optimum codes) are searched out also. the sum
work load of CPU is about 1,800 hours.

The patterns and the false synchronization probabilities of the 24 optimum codes (N=31 to
54) as follows (see table 1 and table 2). In table 1, the bit error rate is P =0.1 and the error0

tolerance is E=2. In table 2, the bit error rate is P =0.1 also and the error tolerances are0

separatelly E=0 to 5.

DISCUSSION

It is must be pointed out that the optimum code is conditional. In other words, the optimum
status of any optimum group synchronization code is often not stationary (or not exclusive)
and relating to the error tolerance E.

For example, when the error tolerance changes from E=0 to 5, only 8 codes maintain
continuously the optimum status in the 24 optimum group synchronization codes of the
table 1. When N=54, P =0.1, E=2, the first to the eighth group synchronization codes (the0

8 leading codes) as shown as table 3. In table 3, when the error tolerance changes from
E=0 to E=3, the optimum status of the optimum code (the first code) remains the same and
when E changes to 4 or 5, the optimum codes (the first code) changes from No.1 to No.2
and the second one (sub-optimum code) changes from No.2 to No.1. In other words, there
are several branches in many optimum codes.
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